
Senior Software Engineer—COA SOLUTIONS     Oct. 2023 to Current 

•Joining a cross-functional, agile team to enhance the veterans' benefits claims 
process, I apply expertise in user-centered design, back-end, and front-end 
development to uphold Coa's commitment to accessible services for veterans. 

Senior Software Engineer—INVOCA     Jun. 2020 to Oct. 2023 

•Spearheaded multiple projects as dev lead, overseeing MVP design, 
engineering execution, and team coordination to meet tight deadlines. 

•In a 24/7 on-call voice platform team, ensured high system reliability and swift 
incident management in a distributed engineering landscape. 

•Leveraged an extensive array of technologies—Ruby, Rails, React, JavaScript, 
GraphQL, OpsGenie, Grafana, Prometheus, Kubernetes, SQL, Bash, Linux—to 
enhance engineering quality and operational efficiency within core services. 

Software Engineer—OPTORO       Oct. 2016 to Jun. 2020 

•As a founding member, solely directed the onboarding of a cross-functional 
tech team, ensuring the timely delivery of a crucial product for an important 
launch. 

•Primary on-call engineer, enhancing product function with a robust stack 
(Ruby, Rails, SQL, Haml, Prometheus, Kubernetes, Grafana, HTML, CSS, 
JavaScript, AngularJS, VueJS). 

•Boosted a legacy service's capacity by 100x through meticulous optimization 
of network calls, SQL queries, functions, and caching. 

•Collaborated with tech leaders to standardize processes for multiple teams, 
achieving enterprise-grade stability and optimized incident recovery.

LATEST WORK EXPERIENCE

EDUCATION

DBC CHICAGO               2016 
Web Development 
Completed a 6-month intensive web development bootcamp at DBC Chicago, 
focusing on full-stack skills and agile methodologies, with hands-on experience in 
Ruby, Rails, JavaScript, Git, HTML, and CSS. 

Middle Tennessee State University          2009 
Bachelor of Science Economics, Global Studies 
Graduated magna cum laude, ranking in the top 5% of class 

GABRIEL  
ZURITA
SOFTWARE 
ENGINEER

gabezurita@gmail.com 
315.395.3987 
gabezurita on Gitlab, 
Github, and all the things 

SKILLS & TOOLS

CODING LANGUAGES 
Ruby | JavaScript | Bash  
Php   | Python 

FRAMEWORKS          
Rails | ReactJS | VueJS 

FRONT-END             
HTML | CSS | TailwindCSS 

OPS TOOLS           
Heroku | AWS | Kubernetes 
Docker | Linux | Grafana 

DATABASES               
SQL | PostgreSQL | MySQL  

TESTING                  
RSpec | Capybara 
Cucumber | Cypress 

METHODOLOGIES      
Test Driven Development 
Agile Development     
Object-Oriented Design 

MEDIA            
Photography | Photoshop 
Adobe Illustrator 

SPOKEN LANGUAGES 
Native fluency in Spanish 
and English

Hello, I'm Gabriel. This resume highlights vital aspects of my recent career, 
education, and skill set. For a detailed overview, please visit my LinkedIn at 
www.linkedin.com/in/gabezurita or my personal site at www.gabo.online.

INTRO

PROJECTS

Non-profit Consulting Work         2022 
Crafted data models, workflows, and UI for an organ donation app, 
emphasizing user experience, using React, GraphQL, Prisma/PostgreSQL, and 
Cypress/Jest for testing.
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